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A woman chooses LIFE when she sees
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more than 80% of the time!
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The
Crisis Pregnancy Clinic
of Southern California
is Saving Babies
and Saving Souls
across
Los Angeles County!
Underwrite
an Ultrasound for $28
or Five for $140.
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SAVE A LIFE

TODAY

If a woman considering abortion sees her baby on ultrasound,
the likelihood of her choosing life for her baby goes from 40% to 80%!

“The thief comes to kill,
steal and destroy.
But I have come to give life
and life more abundantly.”
– Jesus
In stark contrast to the thief’s work of
abortion, the ministry of Jesus is a ministry
of Life. We, the Church, and you, as a
CPCSC Hero, are the vessels through
which God’s ministry of life here on earth,
might be fulfilled.
Your life-saving gift will provide a free
ultrasound for a mom.

WHAT YOU CAN DO

1 SPONSOR 1 BABY FOR $28

2 SPONSOR 5 BABIES FOR $140
3 SHARE THE CPCSC VISION
WITH A FRIEND

*Please make checks payable to CPCSC • avenuespc.org
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If a woman considering abortion sees her baby on ultrasound,
the likelihood of her choosing life for her baby goes from 40% to 80%!

“The thief comes to kill,
steal and destroy.
But I have come to give life
and life more abundantly.”
– Jesus
Kelly’s heart was really
open and she felt bad that
she wanted to terminate
her pregnancy. We shared
the love of Jesus with her.
She stated that she cried
out to God not too long
ago for help. She gave her
life to Jesus and chose life
for her baby. We gave her
a Bible. Kelly shared that
she just broke up with her
boyfriend and is living
with her parents. This is
her first pregnancy. She
was glad that she came
to the clinic and didn’t
make a rushed decision
that would have had
devastating results.
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